
 
 

         
     
   

 

 
 

 
   

   
  

       
    

     
  

 

         
  

 

  
           

    
       

 
   

        
    

    
 

           
 

  
  

  

          
           

 
   

   
  

  

MEMORANDUM 

To: Southeast Consolidated Zoning Board 
From: Jeff Malotte, AICP, Senior Planner 
Date: February 26, 2020 

Re: CONTINUATION OF Application No. SE 19-19-CUP – Conditional Use Permit for a 
Private Kennel to keep up to 10 adult dogs, on 7.6 acres zoned RN1, Residential 
Neighborhood 1 District, at 21150 Country Place Lane. David W. and Julie D. Secrist, 
applicants and landowners. 

APPLICATION HISTORY: 

• In the December 31, 2019 staff report, staff recommended approval of the application with 
a number of stipulations and reasons which are carried forward in this Memorandum, 
below. 

• On January 8, 2020, the Southeast Consolidated Zoning Board held a public hearing on 
this application at which they received testimony from various interested members of the 
public. The Zoning Board then discussed the application and voted on and approved a 
motion to table the application to the February 5, 2020 meeting, with instructions for staff 
to research how other kennel applications have been handled, for the applicant to perhaps 
meet with neighbors, and for staff and the applicant to discuss and make additional 
recommendations regarding confinement and the number of animals. Please see the 
following sections of this report for how these issues have been addressed. 

• Before the February 5, 2020 Zoning Board meeting, in order to address the 
recommendations in the Zoning Board’s motion from January 8, the applicants submitted 
to Staff a proposal for a new six-foot tall, wooden privacy fence along the entire length of 
the access easement near the east property boundary. This would provide a visual as well 
as an additional containment barrier for the dogs, reducing interactions between the 
neighbor to the north and the applicants’ dogs when the neighbor uses the easement 
along the applicant’s east property boundary (please see the applicant’s letter, attached). 

• At the February 5, 2020 Zoning Board meeting, to remedy confusion over whether or not 
the Public Hearing was closed at the January 8, 2020 Zoning Board meeting, the Zoning 
Board voted to continue this application to the March 4, 2020 Zoning Board meeting to 
allow Planning staff an opportunity to give new published and written notice that the public 
hearing process shall continue, and a public hearing shall occur at the March 4, 2020 
Zoning Board meeting, in which the public shall be allowed to present comments and 
testimony, and additional evidence will be considered by this Zoning Board. 

Memo (913) 715-2200 office 111 S Cherry Street Suite 2000 
(913) 715-2222 fax Olathe, Kansas 66061 

jocogov.org 

https://jocogov.org


   

 

    

 
 

 

 
    

     
 

          
  

    
             

 

 
          

    
   

   
  

      
 

             
         

  
               

 

   
   

  
       

    
 

  

    
  

             
   

  
           

           
  

DISCUSSION: 
Since the January 29, 2020 Staff Memorandum was published, there are just a few things to add. 

• Seven emails from interested parties received by Staff between January 29 and February 
10 are attached. 

• Staff has labeled several previously submitted documents and graphics submitted by the 
public to clarify their origins. 

• All information and attachments from the January 29, 2020 memorandum is included in 
this Memorandum. The December 31, 2019 Staff Report is also attached, for your 
reference. 

RESEARCH: 
At the January 8, 2020 meeting, the Zoning Board asked staff to research how confinement issues 
and the number of dogs have been handled on previous kennel applications. We have 
summarized the most recent previous five kennels, below: 

• On June 6, 2018, the Southeast Consolidated Zoning Board recommended, and the 
BOCC later approved, a request for a CUP renewal of a private dog breeding kennel at 
6485 West 167th Street. The CUP allowed 18 adult dogs. Breeds were not specified. No 
dogs are allowed out-of-doors when the applicant or her designated animal caregivers are 
not present on the property. No dogs are allowed off-leash in areas not fenced or enclosed. 
The fenced area for the dogs has five-foot-tall chain link fencing and contains an area of 
the back yard of about 2,000 square feet. The previous CUP renewal specified four-foot 
tall fencing made of either chain link or split rail. The number of dogs allowed outdoors at 
a given time was not specified. 

• On April 5, 2017, the Aubry-Oxford Consolidated Zoning Board recommended approval 
of a private kennel for six adult dogs at 19801 Foster Street. Breeds were not specified. 
No more than four dogs were allowed outdoors at once, in a back-yard area surrounded 
by a five-foot tall, wooden privacy fence. Edging was required to be added to the fence to 
prevent dogs from digging under the fence. No dogs were allowed out of doors unless the 
applicant was present on the property. The application was withdrawn before it could be 
approved by the BOCC due to a sale of the subject property. 

• On September 19, 2016, the South-Central Consolidated Zoning Board recommended 
and the BOCC later approved, a cat and dog public boarding and daycare kennel at 19915 
Renner Road. Twelve adult dogs and cats were allowed by the CUP. Breeds were not 
specified. No more than four dogs were allowed outdoors at once and only when the 
applicant was present on the property. Containment was to be provided either by fencing, 
enclosures, or within an operational electric underground fenced area only when animals 
are fitted with operating receiver collars. No specific type of physical fence was specified 
or required. 
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• On September 28, 2016, the Southwest Consolidated Zoning Board recommended and 
the BOCC later approved, renewal of a breeding kennel at 38120 West 151st Street. A 
breed was not stipulated, but the applicant breeds Labrador retrievers. Fifteen adult dogs 
were allowed. No dogs are allowed off-leash outside of the house or a fenced area on the 
property, with the exception that a) dogs kept as pets shall be allowed off-leash, but no 
more than two at a time and only while under kennel staff supervision, and b) the dogs 
kept for breeding purposes shall be allowed off-leash during supervised training sessions. 
Fencing is four-foot-tall chain link. The number of dogs allowed outdoors at a given time 
was not specified. 

• On December 2, 2015, the Aubry-Oxford Consolidated Zoning Board recommended and 
the BOCC later approved, a private kennel for six adult Pomeranian dogs at 6620 West 
194th Street. The breed was specified only because the applicants indicated to staff that 
they neither had nor wanted other dogs. The applicants were required to construct a fence 
at least four (4) feet high, made of chain link, solid (privacy) wood or vinyl, or open picket 
wood or vinyl with spaces between pickets no more than three inches wide. The fence, 
now built, fully encloses the area of the yard where the dogs are off leash, with no gaps 
large enough for a dog to squeeze through. The fence was required to be constructed and 
completed within three (3) months of approval by the Board of County Commissioners. 
The number of dogs allowed outdoors at a given time was not specified. 

Summary of Research. While staff could research older applications, there have been many 
kennels approved in Johnson County over the years, some commonalities emerge from these 
applications. Fencing more than five feet tall was never required. Fence materials varied among 
wood, vinyl, or metal chain link, with one approved for an electronic fence (no physical fencing 
required). More important than materials, then, is the primary requirement to enclose and contain 
dogs, which can be accomplished a number of ways. The number of dogs allowed in the five 
applications were, from least to most, six, six, 12, 15, and 18. Specific breeds are not typically 
stipulated. It is sometimes stipulated, but not always, to allow a limited number of dogs outdoors 
at one given time. Four was the number given when a number was specified. 

Implications for the Current Application. Staff believes the research shows that the number of 
dogs requested, 10, falls in the middle range of numbers that have been granted and it is 
reasonable in this instance if the dogs are contained and controlled on the property as required 
by the recommended stipulations. 

The location of fencing is typically, though not exclusively, in a rear yard. None of the properties 
in the other applications were on a cul-de-sac with pie shaped lots like this one, however, which 
makes choosing a fence location more difficult than on a conventional, rectangular lot. The lot 
configuration is further complicated by the easement for the property to the north. The easement, 
which runs along the east property boundary of the applicant’s property, is actually a side yard for 
the applicant, not a front yard. 

As to containment, a special challenge for this property is the easement, which seems to be a 
major focus of past conflict with the neighbor to the north. Staff visited with the applicants on the 
property on January 23, 2020, to discuss any additional measures that they might consider. 
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In order to address the recommendations in the Zoning Board’s motion from January 8, the 
applicants did not meet with the neighbors, but they have proposed a new a six-foot tall, wooden 
privacy fence along the entire length of the access easement near the east property boundary. 
This would provide a visual as well as an additional containment barrier for the dogs, reducing 
interactions between the neighbor to the north and the applicants’ dogs when the neighbor uses 
the easement along the applicant’s east property boundary (please see the applicant’s letter, 
attached). 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

Staff’s recommendation remains for approval, with stipulations. Those stipulations are attached 
hereto, for your convenience, with a recommended additional stipulation (No. 8) for the privacy 
fence along the easement discussed above: 

1. The Conditional Use Permit shall allow a private dog kennel for no more than 10 (ten) adult 
dogs (one year old or older, as defined by the Zoning and Subdivision Regulations), which 
number shall include a combination of personal pets and foster care dogs for the Humane 
Society of Greater Kansas City. 

2. The term of the permit shall not exceed a period of five (5) years commencing from the date 
of approval of this resolution by the Board of County Commissioners. 

3. The property shall be maintained in accordance with the site plan, attached hereto as 
Exhibit A, except as modified by these stipulations. 

4. The house on the property shall be used continuously as the applicant’s primary place of 
residence. 

5. The kennel facility shall not be used for public boarding, breeding or training. 

6. The kennel shall be continuously operated in compliance with State of Kansas laws, 
regulations, and applicable requirements for kennel operations. 

7. The kennel shall be operated in a manner that prevents noise, odors, vermin, infestations, or 
other objectionable conditions from becoming a nuisance or a health risk to neighboring 
properties, property owners and their children or their pets. 

a. No dogs shall be off-leash in areas not fenced or enclosed. 

b. Dogs shall only be allowed out of doors when one or more of the property owners 
are present on the subject property. The applicant shall not allow any dog to act in a 
manner of continued or repeated barking, howling, or other loud or unusual noises 
anytime day or night. 

c. The kennel facilities shall be regularly cleaned, sanitized, and operated in a fashion 
that prevents the attraction of vermin, the growth of infectious bacteria, the 
communication of disease, or any other such related health problems. 
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d. Removal and disposal of animal and all other food wastes, bedding, dead animals, 
and debris shall be done on a regular basis and at reasonable intervals. The disposal 
of these waste materials shall comply with federal, state and local laws and 
regulations relating to pollution control. 

i. The kennel shall be cleaned and the animal waste shall be collected from the 
subject-property at least once per week. 

ii. Depositing the animal waste into the applicant’s trash is an allowed means of 
waste disposal. 

8. The landowners shall construct, within three months of the approval of this CUP by the Board 
of County Commissioners, a six foot tall, wood or vinyl, solid privacy fence along and adjacent 
to the entire length of the access easement for the property to the north, in the location shown 
in Exhibit A. 

Reasons for Recommendation of Approval: 
1. Keeping animals is a common and expected use within rural and residential areas. The 

proposed private kennel, subject to the recommended stipulations, would be consistent with 
the zoning and uses of nearby properties. 

2. A private kennel as proposed is a low intensity use (because it is not a public/commercial 
facility and there are no customers or employees coming to the site). The keeping of animals 
on the applicant’s property is compatible with the character of the neighborhood as long as 
the impacts of such animals upon the surrounding properties are kept within the proposed 
limits. 

3. With appropriate stipulations, the use will not cause detrimental effects to nearby properties 
nor will it adversely affect the public health, safety, or welfare. 

4. The proposed conditional use permit satisfies the "Standards for Issuance of CUP" [Article 23 
Sec. 6 (C)]. 

Attachments: Applicant’s Letter 

Applicant’s Property Map and Narrative Addition 

Revised Site Plan, Exhibit A (including proposed privacy fence) 

Emails Received Between 1/29/2020 and 2/10/2020 (Eleven Pages Total) 

Emails Received Between 1/8/2020 and 1/28/2020 (Seven Pages Total) 

Items Received from the Public on or Before 1-8-2020 and At The 1-8-2020 Zoning 
Board Meeting (20 Pages Total Attached -- One (1) Video from John Quinn Not 
Attached) 

December 31, 2019 Staff Report 
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To: Zoning Board Members, 

After I sent my initial letter to the list of residents in the 1000ft radius, explaining why we were asking for the 
conditional permit, I heard from several neighbors, all had positive responses about what we are doing with 
our HomeTails Foster project.  

The Saturday before the public hearing, a kind neighbor informed me that Mr. Quinn had sent letters to and 
visited some, not all, neighbors to express his concern with our petition, which is certainly his right to do.  
However, the accusations made against myself and my husband to my neighbors, many who I don’t even 
know, where greatly exaggerated if not completely false.  I’d like to address those issues. 

1-The Quinn’s letter said “they don’t foster dogs like they say, they just pick up strays and rescue dogs and 
keep them”. 

At the first public hearing on Jan. 8th, you heard from Kate Fields, CEO of the Humane Society of Kansas 
City speak on our behalf. Detailing our care for medical need foster dogs and emergency puppy litter 
placement over the past 3 years. That’s 14 adult medical fosters and 20 puppies, in 3 years. Pictures and 
bio’s for all of the 14 adult fosters where provided at that meeting. I’ve attached them here as well. 

2- Mr. Quinn stated his 2 daughters were bitten by our dogs, implying in his letter that it was a recent 
occurrence.  

This happened over 12 years ago, prior to any fencing on the easement. The dog in question was a 10
month old labradoodle that the Quinn’s daughters had previously played with on many occasions. We can 
argue over a nip or a bite, but the point is no complaint was ever filed.  After that happened, we installed the
farm fence along the easement to avoid any future issues. 

3- Mr. Quinn provided a short video, showing an altercation between 3 dogs on our property. The video 
showed about 3-5 seconds of our dogs with us getting to them to separate them, the remainder of the video 
showed the ground and his wife standing in the easement, so he added narration where there was nothing to 
show. 

Dog altercations are always scary. However, what was not shown in the video was how quickly David and I 
were able to contain the situation. The young dog of concern was already undergoing behavior training, we 
were fully aware of his anxiety issues. We continued the training method for a few more weeks but sadly we 
knew he was not going to fit in with other dogs, he was re-homed as an only dog last October.  I will say, that 
prior to seeing the Quinn’s walking in the easement, the dogs were relaxed with me on our front deck.  If 
there is video footage of what is happening with the dogs during the narration, I’d like to see it.  It’s the 
activity on the easement that has always been the issue. 

4- Mr. Quinn said “who knows what they have in their “shed”. He also implied that our conditional permit 
would effect real estate values in the area. 

We’ve invested over $50,000 in a building fully equipped and nicely appointed for helping foster dogs, I 
wouldn’t call it a shed.  As for the negative effect on property values, It’s our property that takes the hit.  Past 
sales have shown that the land with the easement on it generally takes the price reduction because new 
owners don’t want to deal with the constant traffic of an easement on their property.  

I knew when I applied for the permit and the County used the word “Kennel” it would scare my neighbors.  
So again, let me state that nothing changes except now there is a limit for the total amount of adult dogs on 
our property.  It’s a 5 year permit, for a total of 10 adult dogs, which includes foster dogs.  We are NOT 
adding dogs, as has been implied. We usually have 3 adult fosters on property and of course they rotate as 
they get adopted. 























































Please consider these facts: 

1-The Quinns have never visited our property, with exception of using the easement.
They have never been in the shelter building. They never once inquired what we where building when 
construction was going on. It would appear they don’t really know what we do. 

2-Mr. Quinn has had every opportunity to replace the existing fence, or offer to help with the cost of a
different fence if he feels the existing fence is insufficient. It’s for his benefit but he has never discussed it 
with us. 

3-We have responded timely and at our cost to resolve every issue the Quinn’s have had. 
Installing both an easement fence and a cedar privacy fence on the north end to block the view of the
dogs (both ours and theirs) to the Quinn’s property.  

4-We’ve lived through 15 years and 5 teenage Quinn drivers on the easement, teasing dogs to run the 
fence. Using the easement as a parking lot when they have parties, allowing their kids dog to run freely up 
and down the easement which entices our dogs to run. There has never been any respect given to our 
rights as the owner of the easement property and how their actions effect our daily life. 

5-No other neighbors have ever complained about the dogs on our property. 

6-The easement that runs the east side of our property (our entire front yard) is the real issue with the 
Quinn’s. Until the meeting on Jan. 8th., the Quinn’s were under the impression that they owned the actual 
land the easement is on. That is not the case. I’m hopeful that we can move forward now that everyone 
has a clear and legal understanding about the easement and recognize that both parties have rights and 
reasonable expectations.
I have included the original easement agreement from Sept. 20 1986. 

7- I think the fact that we’ve been fostering for 3 years and other than the 3 immediate neighbors,
everyone else was surprised to know we foster.  2 of those neighbors have no issue with our foster 
program.  The only complaint is from Mr. Quinn. 

OUR SOLUTION 

We are offering to install a 6ft privacy fence along the easement where the current farm fence is if our 
permit request is approved.  I don’t know what else we could possibly do to demonstrate our 
responsibility as pet owners and foster volunteers, as well as our willingness to cooperate, which has 
always been the case. Although I feel that Mr. Quinn should have some responsibility with the cost of the 
fence, I know he won’t offer.  He never offered to pay for the damage his son caused when his car hit our 
fence and took out two metal posts. 

I have also attached an arial view of our property with the shelter house and fencing (existing and 
proposed) highlighted. 

LASTLY 

There is no time frame put on how long we will have a foster dog.  It all depends on the dog and the
situation. We currently have a foster “Indiana Bones” that has been with us for just over a year and Dixie 
the Shepard for about 6 months.  Both dogs have been on the active adoption list through the Humane 
Society and countless public websites for months.
We are just waiting for their humans.  Older dogs tend to take longer to adopt and sadly they make up
over 50% of the shelters population. That’s why we help. 

Sincerely, 

Julie Secrist 
21150 Country Place Lane
Bucyrus KS. 66013 












 

Foster Dogs Stay 
in the Foster House 
Yard. Dog Shelter &

Fenced Yard 

New Fence 
North to South 
Completed 

Proposed 6ft’ 
Privacy Fence. 

Dennis & Jennifer Strickland 
No objection to our foster dogs. 

Existing Farm
Fence 

Chris & Deb 
Slater Property 
No objection to 
our foster 
dogs. 

This overhead view shows the dog shelter house, existing fences and the proposed 6ft privacy fence 
that will run the east side of the property, along an existing farm fence, about 400 ft. North to South.   

The dogs we foster use the separate fenced area attached to the Shelter house, not the main yard.  
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From: archuleta.aimee@yahoo.com 
To: Malotte, Jeffrey, PLN 
Subject: HomeTails 
Date: Wednesday, January 29, 2020 3:59:42 PM 

Dear Mr. Malotte, 

I am emailing you in regards to HomeTails and Julie & David Secrist. 

Because of HomeTails, and the inspiration of David and Julie, I also started fostering. When I inquired 
about fostering and what it entailed it was suggested that I visit the Secrist property. It was there that I 
truly understood the passion and dedication that goes into the fostering program. Each of her fosters had 
a special story that was heart wrenching. Because of what these dogs had been through they required 
special treatments, medicines and feeding schedules, something most people are not so willing to do. 
You could see by not only the facility, but the way Julie interacts with these dogs that this is not just a 
hobby for her. She is able to give most of these dogs a new chance at a great life, and for a sad few they 
at least have a warm and loving place to live out the remainder of their days. 

I returned to the property with my daughter the following weekend so that she could experience what 
fostering was about, since this would become a big part of her life. She was able to bottle feed new born 
puppies, assist in administering medicines and see how simple interactions with these animals can 
change their lives. I am proud to say that my daughter and I, with great guidance from HomeTails, have 
successfully fostered and found homes for 20 dogs. This has made my daughter stronger, more loving, 
more appreciative and more responsible and I can't thank the Secrist's enough for their assistance. 

The Secrist's and HomeTails is a true inspiration and I think I speak for so many more people when I say 
that taking away what the Secrist's have created would be a huge mistake. I support HomeTails, I 
support David and Julie and I have had nothing but the very best interactions with not only them, but 
more importantly all the dogs. 

Sincerely, 
Aimee Archuleta 

mailto:archuleta.aimee@yahoo.com
mailto:Jeffrey.Malotte@jocogov.org
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From: chrisandebs@aol.com 
To: Malotte, Jeffrey, PLN 
Subject: JANUARY 2020 MINUTES FOR SOUTHEAST CONSOLIDATED ZONING BOARD MEETING 
Date: Thursday, January 30, 2020 4:20:30 PM 

January 24, 2020 

Deborah Slater 
21145 Country Place Lane
Bucyrus, KS 66013 

Dear Jeff Malotte, 

I am emailing in regards to the David W. & Julie D. Secrist, "Conditional Use Permit" for a private kennel
to keep up to 10 adult dogs and puppies at 21150 Country Place Lane, Bucyrus, KS 66013. 

I am asking BOCC to APPROVE this request. 

I have lived at 21145 Country Place Lane for approximately 33 years. My property runs along the east
side of the Secrist’s property, along the easement. 

I have read over all of the neighborhood emails / informational letters and I personally don't agree with
some of their comments. I also, don't feel the information that has been shared with the families in our 
neighborhood is accurate and some of the events mentioned by the Quinn family happened so long ago
(15 plus years) that the problem has already been handled. Secrists’ had installed a fence along the
easement with a gate at their driveway. The only reason these situations are being brought up now is to
sway neighborhood opinion. 

It appears there is some confusion between what dogs are foster animals and personal animals. The dogs 
that are viewed in the Secrist's yard are their own personal dogs and no, they have never had 10-12
personal dogs. You can visually see their six personal dogs running and playing from the cal-de-sac and/
or from the Secrist’s easement. The dogs that are being fostered in the private kennel are from the
Humane Society of Kansas City and are not even in view of the street or the easement. The foster dogs
and puppies are fenced separately from their personal dogs within and outside of the personal kennel.
None of these dogs have ever been dangerous. As a matter of fact, our granddaughter has been there on
multiple occasions to gain community service hours for her high school graduation by working with the
foster dogs. She has even assisted the Secrist's with their own personal dogs with no problems. I feel 
that the neighbor's emails are trying to make this conditional permit / private kennel request sound like a
city/county pound, which it is not. 

Barking has been mentioned as a problem with the private kennel. Since I live directly across from their
property, I have firsthand information about the sound of barking from the dogs on the Secrist’s property. 
Do they bark yes, but so do all dogs in the neighborhood, including my own. I can hear dogs barking from 
my front porch and the barking is not always coming from the Secrist’s yard. I feel all dogs bark for 
various reasons. Most dogs bark when they see a stranger coming near their home or a long one’s 
property. They always want to protect their home. The Secrist’s personal dogs are no different. I have 
personally seen Dr. Quinn running back and forth on the easement and I feel it appears he is trying to 
upset the dogs to make them bark. He uses the excuse that he is cooling down after a workout, but why 
does he use the Secrist’s property easement? He has 30 acres of his own property to cool down. 

Neighbors spoke about dogs being on the loose. There have been times that a couple of the Secrist’s dogs 
have been outside of their property. None of which were dangerous or aggressive. Once the 

mailto:chrisandebs@aol.com
mailto:Jeffrey.Malotte@jocogov.org


 

 

 

 

Secrists’ installed the new fencing behind their home, I haven’t seen any of their dogs escape. I might
mention that in the 33 years I have lived in the rural county, I have had plenty of escaped animals on my
property. They range from dogs, cats, horses, goats, a herd of cattle and even a bull. Instead of
complaining, I look to find the owner for them to pick up their animals. Escapes happen on occasion to
everyone that owns or fosters animals. 

I feel like the main problem that has caused this issue about the conditional permit / private kennel is the
easement. I was the one that spoke about the easement at the last meeting in January that was held at
the Johnson County Fire District #2 Station, located at 19120 Metcalf Avenue. The original agreement for
this easement was made between Jan Schmidtz and Mark and Linda Warrell. As I understood the 
easement from the previous owners was for driving purposes only from the cal-de-sac to what is now
Quinn’s driveway that begins at the northwest corner of my property. It was not to be used as a parking
lot, a party area, or even a walking path. It would be nice if a no speeding sign could be posted to stop
Quinn’s visitors and family members from using as if was an extension of the road. It’s not a road, it’s an
easement. SLOW DOWN! Maybe some real guidelines should be put on the easement? 

A final note: I read from some of the emails that some neighbors were worried about property values
going down. I have no worries what so ever about my property value. It’s a conditional permit, not a
commercial venture. If Dr. Quinn was so worried about the conditional permit dropping his property
value, he really shouldn’t have his driveway connected to a neighbor’s easement and a road with homes
whose property values are half the price of his house. 

Please APPROVE this CONDITIONAL PERMIT request. Thank you! 

Respectfully,
Deborah Slater 



 

 
 

 
 

 

From: Ross 
To: Malotte, Jeffrey, PLN; Pendley, Sean, PLN 
Subject: Kennel Permit for Julie and David Secrist 
Date: Thursday, January 30, 2020 10:57:50 AM 

Hello, 

I am writing to show my support to the Planning Commission for the approval of the kennel 
permit applied for by Julie and David Secrist. 

While visiting my family in Olathe, KS I had the opportunity to visit Julie and David's 
HomeTails facility. During the visit I saw no instances of aggression, either on the part of their 
own dogs or the dogs that they foster. The facility is amazing, and I deeply admire what they 
are doing. Owning a rescue dog myself, I feel that it is extremely important that there are 
people in this world who are willing and able to do what they are doing. 

I really hope that you can help them to continue their mission to provide this important service. 

Thank you, 

Ross L Fischer II 
5594 Pennsylvania Ave 
Boulder, CO 80303 

mailto:skyluk@gmail.com
mailto:Jeffrey.Malotte@jocogov.org
mailto:sean.pendley@jocogov.org


 

 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

From: Ross Fischer 
To: Malotte, Jeffrey, PLN; Pendley, Sean, PLN 
Subject: Kennel permit for David & Julie Secrist 
Date: Thursday, January 30, 2020 4:18:22 PM 

I would like to express to the Planning Board my unqualified support for the APPROVAL of a kennel for David & 
Julie Secrist. 

I have known David and Julie for at least the past ten years during which time they have had a wide variety of dogs. I 
am a dog owner myself including a beautiful rescue currently and I have never known their dogs to be anything but 
playful and energetic. I certainly have never felt uncomfortable around any of their dogs. 

It has been a long-time ambition of Julie's to have a foster operation for hard to place dogs and it has been a joy to 
watch them bring this to reality. I listened as they dreamed, then planned, and finally built the foster building which, 
in my opinion, is a fine addition to their property. I even helped them put up the fenced pen area behind the building 
where the fosters are allowed outside. Since they began fostering I have never seen them allow the foster dogs 
outside the foster facility including the fenced pen area. 

Also, after attending the Jan 8th meeting and listening to the discussion there, it seems to me the primary dispute is 
with the neighbor immediately to the north. No one else is complaining, just opposing. Further, the complaint seems 
to primarily involve the driveway which is located over an easement on the Secrist's property. Over time the Secrists 
have, at their own expense, put up a 4-foot (neighbor's requested height) privacy fence along the property line with 
the neighbor and a wire fence along the drive-way on the easement. This, along with other recent fencing has the 
Secrist's property completely fenced in. At this point, it seems to me the complaining neighbor needs to find a 
solution to their problem. After all, we are talking about the Secrist's property. I don't know what that solution 
would be but it certainly should not be the sole responsibility of the Secrists alone. 

Thank you. 

Ross Fischer 
13707 W 123rd St 
Olathe, KS. 66062 
(913) 488-4676 

Sent from my iPad 

mailto:kiltedross@gmail.com
mailto:Jeffrey.Malotte@jocogov.org
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From: spacheco72 . 
To: Malotte, Jeffrey, PLN 
Subject: HomeTails 
Date: Saturday, February 1, 2020 10:46:29 AM 

Hello, 

I wanted to reach out to you regarding the wonderful work that HomeTails, run by Julie Secrist 
is doing for foster and senior dogs and for our community. 

I have been to her home to visit with her and her foster dogs and I was very impressed with 
what I experienced! One that really sticks out in my mind was a senior dog named Arlo. He 
was deaf and mostly blind. She not only fostered him, but actually found him a home, which I 
think was in part the fact that she had worked with him and was able to show the people who 
adopted him that he still had worth and could be a great companion. 

I know she has fostered some puppies which is wonderful, but puppies go fast. It's the older 
dogs or the ones people think are set in their ways that she has a gift for working with and 
finding homes for. There aren't many people who have that kind of patience and skill set to 
foster and work with dogs like she can. She is also a natural when it comes to communication 
and it shows when she talks to people about adopting dogs. People are drawn to her passion 
for placing unwanted dogs in homes, and that's reflected in the foster dogs she is able to get 
placed with forever homes. 

She's a great service to the community; for the dogs needing homes, the shelters that are 
overrun, and for the people who are able to see how a dog she is fostering could blend into 
their family.

 It is difficult to welcome these dogs into your life, love them, provide for them and then let 
them go. It is not something everyone can do, which is why I believe that what she does is so 
important and why she should be allowed to continue doing it. 

Please let her continue serving her community in this way. 

If you have any questions, please feel free to email me at skpacheco046@gmail.com or you 
can call me at 913.909.8937. 

Thank you in advance for your consideration! 

Sharon Pacheco 

mailto:skpacheco046@gmail.com
mailto:Jeffrey.Malotte@jocogov.org
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From: Sue Fischer 
To: Malotte, Jeffrey, PLN; Pendley, Sean, PLN 
Subject: Kennel Permit for Julie & David Secrist 
Date: Thursday, January 30, 2020 4:19:51 PM 

I am writing to offer my full support for the kennel permit for Julie & David Secrist. 

I have been friends of the Secrist’s for many, many years and I am a board member of HomeTails LLC, the 
non-profit, dog foster operation started by Julie Secrist. I have been involved from the start and help out 
with the foster dogs whenever I can. I visit the property frequently and my husband and I helped install the 
fence to the dog foster yard. David and Julie spent many years planning this facility and I watched the 
entire process unfold, and with much admiration, as this was no small undertaking on their part! 

I have been around all their dogs, personal and fosters, and have never experienced any aggression, nor felt 
any unease around any of their dogs. In my opinion, they have been more than accommodating to their 
neighbors who are complaining about the facility and all at their own expense. 

Thank you! 

Susan Fischer 
13707 W 123rd St 
Olathe, KS 66062 
913.579.9092 

mailto:lallybroch@yahoo.com
mailto:Jeffrey.Malotte@jocogov.org
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From: Joe Redlinger 
To: Malotte, Jeffrey, PLN 
Subject: Kennel permit meeting February 5th- Conditional Use Permit for a dog kennel 
Date: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 8:52:31 AM 

I believe the kennel needs a fence and screening set back from the property 
boundary line, and private road easement. 

Under Johnson County Zoning Regulations a landowner does not have a "Kennel" 
unless the property owner has more than an aggregate total of 4 adult cats or dogs. 

Johnson County Zoning Regulations, Article 2-Definitions, located at: 
https://www.jocogov.org/dept/planning-and-codes/pln/zoning-regulations , page 2-30 
defines a "Kennel" as: 

"Kennel" 
Any place, area, building, or structure on any tract smaller than 20 acres where more 
than an aggregate total of four (4) adult cats or dogs, more than one (1) year old, are 
kept, boarded, bred or trained, whether or not for commercial gain or as pets; or, any 
place, area, building, or structure on any tract 20 acres or more where more than an 
aggregate total of seven (7) adult cats or dogs, more than one (1) year old, are kept, 
boarded, bred or trained, whether or not for commercial gain or as pets." 

The current use of the property meets the definition of a Kennel in Johnson County. 

In evaluating this conditional use permit for a dog kennel the Zoning Board should 
consider the zoning requirements for a commercial dog kennel, especially setback 
and fencing requirements. These types of requirements and restrictions help protect 
the neighbors peace, safety, quiet enjoyment and value of their property. 

I could not locate any specific zoning requirements, such as fencing and setback 
requirements for dog kennels in Johnson County. 

I researched four towns and counties in Kansas who do have setback and/or fencing 
requirements for kennels. All of these towns and counties allow a boarding kennel to 
be located in an Agriculture District. In my limited research I could not find any town 
or county who allowed a kennel in an area Zoned R-1 without a special or conditional 
use permit. If Johnson County is going to allow a kennel in an area zoned R-1, the 
kennel should be required to at least meet the same requirements for dog kennels 
allowed in an Agricultural District. 

The setback requirements for the four towns/counties listed below are: 75 ft., 50 ft, 
300 ft and 200 ft. 

mailto:redlinger@yahoo.com
mailto:Jeffrey.Malotte@jocogov.org
https://www.jocogov.org/dept/planning-and-codes/pln/zoning-regulations


 

 

 

 

There were screening requirements for three of the towns/counties. Both the town of 
Gardner and Platt County stated the screening was to prevent the distraction and 
excitement of the dogs.  This is definitely a problem we have at this location. 

The following is a list of four towns and counties I found on the Internet who have 
zoning regulations covering kennels. 

Gardner, KS 

The Zoning Requirements for Gardner Kansas are located at: 
http://www.gardnerkansas.gov/home/showdocument?id=2248 

Under "Chapter 18.15 A – AGRICULTURAL DISTRICT, 18.15.030 Conditional USES; 
(R.) Kennels, Breeding and Boarding" on page 24, it states: 

"R. Kennels, Breeding and Boarding. 
1. All kennels shall be located at least 660 feet from a residential district. 
2. The minimum lot size shall not be less than one acre. 
3. No kennel buildings or runs shall be located nearer than 75 feet to any property 
lines. 
4. All kennel runs or open areas shall be screened around such areas or at the 
property lines to prevent the distraction or excitement of the dogs. Such screening 
may be mature, dense deciduous foliage (double row), solid masonry, brick, or stone 
wall, louvered wood, stockade, or chain link fence with aluminum strip intertwined or 
other equivalent fencing, providing a sight barrier to the dogs." 

Kechi, Kansas 

The Zoning Requirements for Kexhi, Kansas are located at 
https://kechiks.gov/DocumentCenter/View/113/Zoning-Regulations-PDF 

On page 37 of the zoning requirements it shows a graph showing that a Boarding 
Kennel is a "Misc. Commercial Service" and is allowed on property zoned A-1,C-3 
and I-1, subject to the Specific Use Standards on page 91 

Under "Article 10 Specific Use Standards; 10.11.  Boarding Kennel," page 91, it 
states: 

"10.11. Boarding Kennel 
A. Minimum lot size shall be five (5) acres for any boarding kennel having outdoor 
runs. 
B. Outdoor runs, play yards, and open-air enclosures shall be setback a minimum of 
fifty (50) feet from any lot line; 
and shall be located a minimum of two-hundred (200) feet from any off-premise 
residential dwelling unit. 
C. Areas developed with a boarding kennel structure, outdoor run, play yard, or open-
air enclosure that are located within six-hundred (600) feet of a lot line, as measured 
from any exterior point of any such facility, shall be: 

http://www.gardnerkansas.gov/home/showdocument?id=2248
https://kechiks.gov/DocumentCenter/View/113/Zoning-Regulations-PDF


    

 

 

 

1. Buffered with a screening fence or landscaped screen along a perimeter spaced no 
further than thirty (30) feet from any such facility, that is consistent with applicable 
standards of Article 09. 
2. Located in a contiguous grouping, to the extent practical; and specifically 
designated on Site Plans." 

Platt County, Kansas 

The Zoning Requirements for Platt County, KS are located at: 
https://www.prattcounty.org/DocumentCenter/View/77/Adopted-Pratt-County-Zoning-
Regulations-5-7-2012-Reduced-size?bidId= 

Under Section 101 A-1, Agricultural District,; B. Special Uses; 9. Kennels for breeding 
and boarding dogs", page 4-3 it states: 

"9. Kennels for breeding and boarding dogs. provided that: 
a. No kennel buildings or runs or open areas shall be located closer than 300 feet to 
any property line. 
b. All kennel runs or open areas shall be screened around such areas or at the 
property lines. Such screening may be densely planted evergreen foliage or a solid 
wall or fence of masonry. wood or metal designed so as to reduce noise and prevent 
the distraction or excitement of the dogs. 

Shawnee County Kansas 

The Zoning Requirements for Shawnee County Kansas are located at: 
http://www.snco.us/planning/document/zoning_regulation_complete_20121008.pdf 

Under ARTICLE II.  RA-1, RURAL AGRICULTURE DISTRICT;(c) Uses permitted by 
Conditional Use Permit: The following uses may be granted a conditionaluse permit 
by the governing body provided by article XXV:;(23) Kennel and/or animal hospital 
(either large or small animal hospital as defined); page 9 it states: 

"(23) Kennel and/or animal hospital (either large or small animal hospital as defined); 
provided however, that all unenclosed structures containing animals, including 
exercise pens and buildings which do not prevent the extension of audible noise or 
odor, shall not be located closer than 750 feet to the boundary of a designated 
dwelling district nor within 200 feet of a subject conditional use boundary line." 

CONCLUSION 

The Secrist's kennel is located on a 7.5 acre parcel and can easily accommodate a 
setback area and screening to keep the dogs from bothering the neighbors. 

ADDITIONAL CONDITIONS: 

1. Since up to 10 dogs are going to be allowed on the property, no dog litters, 
except a litter from the Humane Society should be allowed on the premises.  The 

https://www.prattcounty.org/DocumentCenter/View/77/Adopted-Pratt-County-Zoning-Regulations-5-7-2012-Reduced-size?bidId=
https://www.prattcounty.org/DocumentCenter/View/77/Adopted-Pratt-County-Zoning-Regulations-5-7-2012-Reduced-size?bidId=
http://www.snco.us/planning/document/zoning_regulation_complete_20121008.pdf


  

  

 
 

 

 

Humane Society should provide written assurances to the Johnson County that only 
one puppy litter shall be on the property at any time and the entire litter will be 
removed from the premises within two months of the birth of the puppies. 

2  Revision of "Recommendation" 2 on page 7 of the Staff Report.  The Zoning 
requirements only allow a property owner to have an a aggregate total of four adult 
cats or dogs.  The current property owner has six pet dogs.  No. 1 of the 
Recommendation allows for 10 adult dogs "which number shall include a combination 
of personal pets and foster care dogs."  There is no limitation on the number of 
personal pets.  The owner could acquire an additional three pet dogs and one dog 
from the Humane Society without violating the proposed Recommendation.  I would 
recommend that the Conditional Use Permit grandfather in the existing six pet dogs 
with the condition that no additional cats, and/or dogs, including animals under the 
age of one, can be taken in as pets until the total aggregate of the dogs 
grandfathered in and any additional dogs and/or cats does not exceed a total of four. 

Joe and Anamaree Redlinger 
21270 Country Place Lane 



 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

From: Courtney Hampton 
To: Malotte, Jeffrey, PLN 
Subject: Hometails Foster Care Program 
Date: Thursday, January 16, 2020 4:50:23 PM 

Good Afternoon Mr. Malotte, 

I am writing this brief note in full support of Julie Secrist's dog fostering care program 
located at: 21150 Country Place Lane, Bucyrus KS 66013. She is doing amazing 
work with these animals. I have personally been to the property and know first hand 
that Mrs. Secrist runs a very well managed program and the dogs in her care are in a 
very safe, secure, loving environment. 

Her program, "Hometails," is a "special medical needs" foster home so the dogs in 
her program are either post-surgery or heart-worm treated dogs. Prior to her care 
some were also severely malnourished and under-cared for. She is a godsend to 
these animals; making sure no dog is left behind! I am a dog-owner myself and if I 
were no longer able to care for my fur-baby, I would not hesitate to entrust Julie 
Secrist and Hometails to continue to provide the same love and care that any loving 
dog-mom would! She is doing amazing work and has my full support to continue 
providing these dogs the best life they deserve. 

Very Respectfully, 
Courtney Hampton 

mailto:c.hamp0012@yahoo.com
mailto:Jeffrey.Malotte@jocogov.org
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From: Marie Murrell 
To: Malotte, Jeffrey, PLN 
Subject: Hometails 
Date: Thursday, January 16, 2020 8:41:10 PM 

Mr. Malotte, 
I just want to send a quick note regarding Hometails at 21150 Country Place Lane. I have been told that there have 
been some complaints about the dogs barking, especially at the fence. I think maybe it has scared some people in the 
area. I understand it could be a bit unnerving to walk past all the barking dogs. However, it’s what dogs do. I felt 
inclined to send this email because I think Julie is a saint for taking in and rehabilitating so many unwanted animals. 
Not Everyone can do what she does. If I had the ability to do it myself, I would. She is saving these dogs’ lives and 
finding them loving homes. I know Julie and I know her heart. She does not want anyone to be afraid of the animals 
on her property. The property and animals are very well maintained and she would never let anyone be harmed. 
Please know she takes every precaution to ensure the safety of animals and humans both. 

Thank you, 
Marie Nicole 

Sent from my iPhone 

mailto:mariemurrell@gmail.com
mailto:Jeffrey.Malotte@jocogov.org


 

From: Ruth Ethridge 
To: Malotte, Jeffrey, PLN 
Subject: Julie Secrist-Home Tails 
Date: Thursday, January 16, 2020 3:49:33 PM 

Julie Secrist 
21150 Country Place Lane Bucyrus KS 66013 

Julie is the owner of Home Tails runs a safe environment and she has a well managed system. 
She fosters dogs who are in need of a help, medical treatment and a home. 

mailto:rueth414@gmail.com
mailto:Jeffrey.Malotte@jocogov.org


 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
  
 

 
 

From: Amanda Bearden 
To: Malotte, Jeffrey, PLN 
Subject: Permit Application- 21150 Country Place Lane 
Date: Friday, January 24, 2020 1:47:08 PM 

Mr. Malotte, 
I am writing you today in reference to the permit request for a kennel located at the property at 
21150 Country Place Lane. I am the daughter of Julie Secrist, the applicant, and have spent a 
considerable amount of time on the property and with the dogs that currently live on the 
property as well. 
I have two children. My fourteen year old son and eight year old daughter have both been in 
direct contact with all of the dogs for their entire life. As infants, they would both crawl on the 
floor with them and even over them. As a mother, there was never a time that I was concerned 
about the actions or reactions of any dog when my infant and toddler children were interacting 
with them. 
As my children have gotten older, their interactions with the dogs have changed as well. My 
son plays tournament baseball. He is constantly throwing a ball, practicing his swing with 
tennis balls or practicing his base running and sliding. When he is at the house, his favorite 
practice buddies are the dogs. They fetch the tennis balls as he is hitting them and run sprints 
with him. They will run and practice with Aidan for hours at a time. Watching them play and 
interact with one another is truly an example of "man's best friend" in action. 
My daughter loves the dogs in a completely different way. It is not uncommon to walk into a 
room and find Elizabeth with a dog or two playing dress up. Dogs that are nearly double her 
weight will sit or lay so patiently while they model headbands and scarves. She has practiced 
riding her bicycle up and down the drive with dogs alongside her. When Elizabeth calls her 
grandma on the telephone, the conversation always begins the same way. Elizabeth always 
asks, "How are you? How are the dogs?". She loves them as if they were her own. 
The dogs that I am referring to are the personal dogs in the home. These are the dogs that are 
constant day in and day out. They are gentle, well mannered and disciplined. They are 
absolutely a highlight of every visit to Country Place Lane. 
The dogs that live in the foster building are completely separate from the dogs in the house. 
Since fostering began, the focus has been on dogs that are recovering from injury or 
considered hospice fosters. The time and attention that these dogs require is much more intense 
than a typical foster. There have been fosters that were in recovery from multiple surgeries, 
dogs on heart worm treatments and dogs with other health conditions that require multiple 
medications throughout the day.For some dogs, they are sent to stay at Country Place Lane 
simply because they don't have much life left and the life that they were rescued from was far 
from quality. The foster building has been a place of love, recovery and rest for so many dogs. 
There has been a serious commitment over the past years to keeping dogs safe and secure on 
the property. The commitment has never wavered and continues to get stronger. I believe that 
what my mom is doing is positively a benefit to so many dogs that need a home. She has 
sacrificed so much to be able to care for dogs that just need a place to feel warm, safe and 
loved. It would be heartbreaking to see that go away. 
If I were asked to describe the dogs and property located at 21150 Country Place Lane, I 

mailto:kcbeardenfamily@gmail.com
mailto:Jeffrey.Malotte@jocogov.org


 

would use adjectives such as peaceful, vibrant, and loving. The word aggressive is the farthest 
from a description as I could possibly think. I hope that you have had a chance to visit the 
property so that you can personally see the beauty and greatness that goes along with the 
selflessness of fostering dogs. This is not a kennel, but more of a sanctuary for dogs that 
simply want to be loved. For all of these reasons, I ask that you approve the current permit 
request so this amazing work can continue. 

Respectfully, 
Amanda Bearden 



 

 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

From: Abigail Jelavich 
To: Malotte, Jeffrey, PLN 
Subject: In support of HomeTails & Julie Secrist 
Date: Tuesday, January 28, 2020 8:50:36 PM 

Mr. Malotte, 

Greetings. 

I am writing in support of HomeTails & Julie Secrist. 

In January 2019, my husband and I adopted a dog - Hugo - through the Humane 
Society of Greater Kansas City who was being fostered by HomeTails/Julie Secrist. 
Hugo was picked up by KCK Animal Control in October 2018 after being hit by a car, 
was transferred to HSGKC, and then to HomeTails. 

Hugo was in Julie's care as a foster for roughly three months as he rehabbed from knee 
surgery and heart worm treatment. She diligently supervised his rehab which ensured 
he was able to keep his leg and avoid amputation. This recovery would not have been 
possible in a shelter environment. 

We discovered HomeTails via a friend and initially saw Hugo on the HomeTails social 
media site. We physically visited Hugo at HomeTails twice prior to adopting him -once 
by ourselves and once taking our other dog for a "meet and greet". Each time we were 
impressed by Julie's compassion for the animals in her care, and by the comfort, 
cleanliness, and security/safety of her facilities. Her "dog house" is truly incredible. 

HomeTails is a great organization that takes care of challenging cases - senior dogs, 
dogs recovering from medical issues and those that can benefit and thrive out of a 
kennel once around people. The people and animals of Kansas City (specifically those 
associated with the Humane Society of Greater Kansas City) benefit greatly from their 
good work! My husband and I are totally enthralled with Hugo and hope to one day 
get another foster from HomeTails. 

If there is any other information I can provide to support this organization please do 
not hesitate to reach out. 

mailto:abigailjelavich@gmail.com
mailto:Jeffrey.Malotte@jocogov.org


Abigail Jelavich 
abigailjelavich@gmail.com 
660-890-4990 
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From: bradley hudspeth 
To: Malotte, Jeffrey, PLN 
Subject: Julie and Dave Secrist 
Date: Wednesday, January 8, 2020 9:03:41 AM 

***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government - please use caution when opening attachments 
or links.*** 

I’m emailing you in regards to the hearing today for the dog kennel permit Julie and Dave have request. I’m the 
owner of the white household across the street from Julie and Dave. I will not be able to attend the meeting tonight 
to cast my vote so I wanted to email you ahead of time to tell you I vote NO to the rescue kennel permit request, for 
a few reasons. 

1. I have no issue with animals of any kind. What someone chooses to do on their property is none of my business 
but as long as they are following all the rules the rest of us have to follow. I don’t see a reason someone who isn’t a 
rescue kennel would need 10 dogs at any given time. 

2. I’ve lived next to Dave and Julie for the past year. Over this time I’ve have had multiple of their dogs escape their 
property and wander over to my property. That doesn’t bother me, but it was brought to my attention that last 
summer there were fostering a few very aggressive dogs. I have little kids that play in the front yard and ride their 
bikes on the street. I can’t imagine what would happen if one of the aggressive dogs was to get out and get ahold of 
one of my kids or any of the other many neighborhood kids. It’s been proven many times their fencing system does 
not hold in their pack of dogs. 

3. If they have 10 dogs at any given time now, how many dogs will they end up with if they are approved to be a 
rescue kennel. 

4. I feel them being approved to be a rescue kennel would only hurt the real estate value of the homes closely 
located to them. 

So again. I bot NO to them being a rescue kennel. 

Thanks. 

Brad Hudspeth 
913-636-8775 

mailto:Hudspeth07@hotmail.com
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From: Cainya Paul 
To: Malotte, Jeffrey, PLN 
Subject: Kennel permit meeting Jan 8th 
Date: Wednesday, January 8, 2020 2:51:50 PM 

***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government - please use caution 
when opening attachments or links.*** 

I cannot make the meeting tonight due to strep throat. I would like to speak against Julie 
andDavid Secrist getting a kennel permit. I have personally rescued one of their dogs that got 
loose and had it at my house till the next morning when they could pick it up. I foster dogs but 
know my limitations. 2 MAX . There is a fine line in rescuing and hoarding. 14 dogs is 
neglecting their needs , period. Not to mention the noise nuisance for the Quinn’s. I know 
that their dogs escape and they definitely don’t need a kennel permit. 

Cainya Paul 
3705 W. 213th Terr 
Bucyrus, KS 67013 

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone 

mailto:cainya04@yahoo.com
mailto:Jeffrey.Malotte@jocogov.org
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From: Colleen Godínez 
To: Malotte, Jeffrey, PLN 
Subject: PUBLIC HEARING - Conditional Use Permit for a Dog Kennel 
Date: Wednesday, January 8, 2020 11:20:26 AM 

***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government - please use caution 
when opening attachments or links.*** 

Mr. Malotte, 

My name is Colleen Godinez and I grew up in the home at 21148 Country Place Lane. Over 
the course of 19 years, through grade school, high school, college, married life, I have resided 
in the residence at one point or another, seeing first-hand the aggressive, hostile and 
uncontrolled nature of the dogs on the Secrist's property. I am writing to you today, and plan 
on being present this evening, to deny Mr. and Mrs. Secrist the "Conditions Use Permit for a 
Dog Kennel." 

Prior to the unstable fence being built along my parents property lines about 10 years ago, I 
was surrounded multiple times by their dogs and bit by one of them. These dogs have a pack 
mentality and it is not only terrifying to hear their snarls, but even more terrifying to be 
surrounded by them. 

While I know my parents appreciate the gesture that Mr. and Mrs. Secrist made by putting up 
the fence to contain their dogs after biting not only me, but my sister, the fence has never been 
fully capable of containing the number of aggressive, loud, and large dogs they have on their 
property. 

On another occasion, Christmas Eve 2019, my family and I were rounding the corner to our 
cul-de-sac when my husband had to slam on his breaks sending all of us lunging forward 
because three of their large dogs were standing in a line blocking the road. We nearly hit them 
at 7:30pm that night and they had no intention on budging from where they were standing. 

I love dogs, I have a dog, we have always had dogs. This plea is not personal towards the 
Secrist's and their love for dogs, but is personal for me because if I was bit as a teenager by an 
unconfined dog, then what is stopping another one of their 10+ dogs from biting my 2 year old 
daughter as the dogs freely approach our home and come and go as they please? My family 
should not live in fear that at any given time we step outside the home or go on a walk that we 
could be approached by an aggressive dog. 

It is my opinion that the Secrist's are unable to control their animals enough to be afforded the 
privilege of having a conditional use permit. I implore you to please reject their request. 

Thank you for your time and I look forward to seeing you this evening. 

Sincerely, 

Colleen Godinez 
913-526-9171 

mailto:colleenmarie1589@gmail.com
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From: Devin Quinn 
To: Malotte, Jeffrey, PLN 
Subject: Public hearing - conditional use permit for a dog kennel 
Date: Tuesday, January 7, 2020 8:54:13 PM 

***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government - please use caution 
when opening attachments or links.*** 

Dear Mr. Malotte, 

My name is Devin Quinn and I am the youngest child of John and Eileen Quinn at 21148 
Country Place Lane. I am writing to you this evening due to my inability to attend tomorrow's 
scheduled public hearing. 

To begin, I stand firmly with those who oppose the granting of the conditional use permit on 
the Secrist's behalf. 

Having just recently moved from my parent's house this passed August, I have had first hand 
experience with the Secrist's and their dogs since they first moved in well over a decade ago. 
While at the time of their move in, and in the subsequent months following, their dogs were all 
domesticated and playful - as there was no fence at the time. I initially spent many days after 
school playing with said pets. However, even then their dogs (mainly labs and labradoodle 
mixes) showed tendencies towards aggression in their biting both of my sisters (on separate 
occasions) while out on a run, and then charging at the rest of us. This was the primary cause 
of the fence being put up. 

Over the years, their domesticated dogs dwindled and they began bringing in rescue dogs and, 
after some time, informed us that they were acting as a temporary "foster" home for many. 
However, the same dogs remained and they were constant in their apparent aggression. Every 
single day, for years - these same dogs would be at the fence line when we would come home 
from school or work, walk down the drive to get the mail, and even when we would just step 
out our front door - barking, snarling and lunging into the fence. This occurred with such 
frequency that we would time how long they would stay before the owners would attempt to 
call/retrieve them. It was never less than 1-2 minutes, and the owners would have to physically 
guide the dogs away. This occurred even after the Secrist's put up a solid wood fence along 
our shared tree-line to "block" the dogs from being able to see us. 

At times they they have even blamed the presence of my sister's dog, while she's visiting, as 
being the instigator for riling up their dogs. 

There have been countless occasions of their animals finding their way through the fencing in 
the tree-line and roaming around both our land and the neighborhood at large. There are a 
certain few of their current lot that are more culpable than the rest, but at the same time - they 
are dogs - and they follow a pack mentality. So much so that just this passed summer while 
going out on a walk, my parents witnessed first hand the aggression of these dogs as they 
turned on one of their own, and then on their owner. As I got home from work my mother was 
visibly shaken and quite upset at the ordeal, and my father contacted the sheriff's department 
to inquire what could be done. 

mailto:quinnd1227@gmail.com
mailto:Jeffrey.Malotte@jocogov.org


 

As a Johnson County resident, former neighbor, and family member to those within direct 
proximity of this property - I have first hand experiences with the constant barking and 
gnawing at the fences, inability of the owners to adequately control their animals and keep 
them within the confines of their property, and knowledge of the general lack of perceived 
safety by both my family and their neighbors - I have to vehemently oppose the issuance of 
any sort of permit on the Secrist's behalf. 

I thank you for your time. 

Sincerely, 

Devin Quinn 
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From: John Quinn 
To: Malotte, Jeffrey, PLN 
Subject: PUBLIC HEARING - Conditional Use Permit for a Dog Kennel 1.8.2020 
Date: Tuesday, January 7, 2020 7:59:07 PM 

***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government - please use caution 
when opening attachments or links.*** 

Mr. Malotte, 

Hello, my name is John Michael Quinn II and I am the eldest child of John and Eileen Quinn 
who reside at 21148 Country Place Lane Bucyrus, KS 66013. I am writing you this evening in 
support of my parents request to deny Mr. and Mrs. Secrist the "Conditional Use Permit for a 
Dog Kennel". Since becoming our neighbors in ~2004, Dave and Julie have accumulated more 
and more dogs. What was once a few Labradoodles, over time became innumerable. While 
some of these animals are docile, it is my experience that the vast majority are not. Over the 
years these dogs have bitten both of my sisters, attack each other and their owners, constantly 
bark (many times aggressively trying to get through the fence), and wonder into my parents 
open garage and front door. There have been plenty of phone calls placed to the Secrist's that 
their dogs are on our property or found out wondering the subdivision. It is to the point that we 
now have young nieces and nephews over to their grandparents, and we will not allow them 
outside unsupervised for fear of these dangerous dogs. 

It is my opinion that the Secrist's are unable to control their animals enough to be afforded the 
privilege of having a conditional use permit. I implore you to please reject their request. 

If you have any questions please don't hesitate to reach out to me. Could you please confirm 
via email or phone that you received this note? 

Thank you, 
John Quinn II 
(913)220-6952 

mailto:johnquinn17@gmail.com
mailto:Jeffrey.Malotte@jocogov.org


 
 

  
 

  
    

     
 

     
      

  
 

  
     

      
        

   
 

     
   

   
      

 
     

     
   

     
   

     
    

 
      
       

     
   

  
   

       
         
  

 
        

 
  

January 3, 2020 

Dear Neighbor, 

My name is John Quinn and I live at the end of the cul-de-sac on Country Place Lane. 
You recently received a letter from our next-door neighbors, Julie & David Secrist, regarding 
their intention to seek a kennel permit for their property. The letter did not convey the full 
extent of what has happened over the last several years and the reason they are seeking the 
permit. The reason they have requested a special use permit is that the county only allows for 
four dogs or pets on property of their dimensions and they will be cited if they did not remove 
the excess if they don’t get a variance. 

We have lived in our home for more than 18 years. The Secrists moved in a few years later and 
started bringing rescue and stray dogs home. At one time years ago and recently, I have 
counted 10-12 dogs in their yard, and they are adding more all the time, and they are not 
temporary boarders as implied in Julie’s letter, many have been there for years. Both of my 
daughters have been bitten by their dogs. 

We noticed more dogs on the property and the incessant barking began. Every time myself or a 
family member steps out of the house the dogs start barking. I addressed my concerns with 
Julie 2 ½ years ago asking for them to control their dogs. We cannot walk down our gravel road 
without all the dogs charging the fence, viciously barking while baring their teeth. 

On July 24th my wife and I went for an evening walk. Eight of their large adult dogs, that live 
there full time, bore down on us at the fence line. They aggressively pushed against the fence in 
a lunging motion when one of their dogs turned on another dog and brutally attacked it. Before 
we knew it 4 or 5 other dogs joined in and attacked the same dog. Dave and Julie could not 
control the pack and Dave even fell down and was injured. After the attack Dave assured me 
that the instigating dog would be put down the next day because he had become aggressive. 
Months later that same dog was still on their property. 

The Secrists assured me their property is fenced and secure, however, their dogs continue to 
get out on a regular basis. They have wandered into my garage, yard and my home when the 
door was opened. Other neighbors have told me of the same experience. My wife does not feel 
comfortable taking our grandchildren out for a walk. On Christmas eve, my daughter and her 
young family were coming over for Christmas Eve dinner and in our cul-de-sac, had to swerve 
suddenly and brake when three of the Secrist dogs appeared on the road, in the dark. My 
daughter’s family and my 2 year old granddaughter were quite frightened at the near collision. I 
have photographs of dogs standing in front of the car that night. Two were the Great Dane 
mixes 

Legally they can only have 4 dogs but with kennel status, what is the limit? They have added 2 
more dogs to their pack… great danes. That is 10 adult dogs in addition to whatever dogs are in 
their “shed.” We don’t have anything against Dave and Julie, but we are VERY concerned if 



   
 

      
      

  
  

 
      

   
     

   
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

zoning is approved. Also, our real estate lawyer told us that kennel status could drop 
surrounding property values. 

In short, I love dogs and have had several over the years, but the Secrists have been operating a 
program by accumulating more dogs than legally allowed by the county zoning law. They are 
not temporarily fostering the dogs as implied in Julie’s letter, they are keeping them long-term 
and creating safety and nuisance concerns. 

There is a public hearing Wednesday, January 8th at 6:30 in the Jo Co Fire Station on 191st and 
Metcalf. Please let your voice be heard with the Planning Commission. If you cannot attend 
please send an email to Jeff Malotte, Senior Planner for Johnson County at: 
Jeffrey.malotte@jocogov.org, or call me at 913-220-6950 if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

John Quinn 
21148 Country Place Lane 
Bucyrus, Ks. 

mailto:Jeffrey.malotte@jocogov.org
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Zoning, Nuisance, and Barking Dogs 
One barking dog is private nuisance, many is a public one. Under either 
circumstance, counties and cities have remedies for these 
problems. Complaints are made to the Code Enforcement of the local 
government, and to Animal Control. If there are questions on licensing of 
animals, the auditor of each county may be source to challenge 
eligibility. Nearly all local governments have Internet forms for lodging formal 
complaints. 

The denser the zoning in a locality the less chance a citizen has in abating the 
nuisance. In turn, less-dense areas (suburban residential, single-family 
residential, or moderate family residential), are where barking nuisances are 
most noticeable and governed. Through the Growth Management Act of 
1991, local governments must designate land use areas in their 
territory. Residential areas are buffered from the commercial and industrial 
zones. If in a residential zone a neighbor boards more than say five or so 
dogs (depending on the code of the local government), he or she may be in 
violation of the zoning ordinances for creating a kennel. When the animals 
increase, so to do the structures housing them—which may be another land 
use violation. 

Aerial photos often show the unusual growth. When a private kennel 
expands, it is not just the boarding of animals that grows, it’s the associated 
enlargement of space for pet exercise, grooming, daycare, etc. Using as an 
example the Pierce County Code (most local government codes will be close 
or similar on the subject), in PCC 18A.33.200, the allowed land use categories 
are listed: Residential, Civic, Utilities, Public Facilities, Business, Resource, 
and Commercial. Of that group, “animal boarding” is not a residential use but 
a “resource use.” Under PCC 18A.33.260, resource use includes “animal 
production, boarding, and slaughtering uses which involve the commercial 
raising or boarding of animals or production of animal products, such as eggs 
or dairy products produced on-site, but excluding the slaughtering and 
processing of animals unless conducted in a mobile slaughter unit which is 
operated in accordance with State and Federal regulations. Examples include 
grazing, ranching, dairy farming, commercial stables, riding academies, and 
breeding and boarding kennels.” It does not sound like a residential use. 

A kennel cannot be called an “accessory” to a residence either. In PCC 
18A.37.020, residential accessory use prohibits dogs and cats if their number 

malotte
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exceeds “any combination of five dogs or cats that individually exceed seven 
months of age.” PCC 18A.33.260(D). If a kennel tries to obtain a license, 
which is required, the location cannot be in violation of the land uses 
surrounding it. Minimum requirements for kennel facilities require that they 
“shall comply with all applicable zoning regulations.” PCC 5.24.030(D)(2). 
Violations of the chapter are misdemeanors and include license revocation. 

Upon determination of a public nuisance, the prosecuting attorney may under 
PCC 5.24.150 exercise the civil remedies of “abatement, damages, and/or 
mandatory or prohibitory relief.” Under RCW 9.66.010, a public nuisance 
exists when the activities of the defendant “… annoy, injure or endanger the 
safety, health, comfort, or repose of any considerable number of persons.” 
See also Stegriy v. King County Board of Appeals, 39 Wn. App. 346, 349, 693 
P.2d 183, 186–87 (1984), where using the King County Code, KCC 
11.04.060(B)(4), the court affirmed the county’s decision not to issue a kennel 
license because the kennel was incompatible with the surrounding 
development. 

There are defenses against shutting down a kennel in a residential zone. For 
example, the owner petitions the county for variances, conditional use or 
nonconforming use permits. If those methods are not available, the kennel 
could claim “nonconfirming use” in a non-statutory setting. Such use is the 
right to continue operation of a use nonconforming to existing zoning, but was 
legal before the area became a residential zone. Nonconforming use “applies 
to lots, structures, and uses which were legally established prior to the 
adoption, revision, or amendment of Title 18A PCC, and which remain legal, 
but have become nonconforming as a result of this Title’s application.” 

Even if the kennel was operating legally before the rezone, such use shall 
never expand: “Nonconforming uses and structures shall not be enlarged, 
expanded, extended, replaced, or altered.” PCC 18A.70.030(A). “Where a 
nonconforming use or structure exists, the use or structure can be replaced or 
altered provided the original size and location of the use or structure is not 
increased or relocated in a manner which increases the degree of 
nonconformity or creates additional impacts.” PCC 18A.70.030(I). 

Case law is in accord, “[A] protected nonconforming status generally grants 
the right to continue the existing use but will not grant the right to significantly 
change, alter, extend, or enlarge the existing use. Rhod-A-Zalea & 35th, Inc. 
v. Snohomish County, 136 Wn.2d 1, 7, 959 P.2d 1024 (1998), citing R. Settle, 
Washington Land Use § 2.7(d), and discussing generally State ex rel. Miller v. 
Cain, 40 Wn.2d 216, 221, 242 P.2d 505 (1952). To boot, the prevailing public 



       
       

           
    

        
        

      
        

       
        

       
        

     
       

         
          
            

            
        

        
           

        
          

        
         

        
       

      
        

 

         
          

          
         

      
          

         

  

policy in Washington is to severely limit if not abolish nonconforming 
uses. Anderson v. Island County, 81 Wn.2d 312, 323, 501 P.2d 594 
(1972). A kennel legally founded, thus, would be limited to the number of 
existing animals and structures before the downzone. 

There is also a cause of action in the superior court for nuisance, i.e., the 
barking existing in a legal zone or under nonconforming use but still illegal. “A 
nuisance is an obstruction to the free use of property that interferes with the 
comfortable enjoyment of life and property. The Noise Control Act of 1974 
was enacted to abate and control noise which adversely affects the health, 
safety, and welfare of the people, the value of property, and the quality of the 
environment. RCW 70.107.010; 910. Washington defines an actionable 
nuisance as, “. . . an obstruction to the free use of property, so as to 
essentially interfere with the comfortable enjoyment of the life and 
property.” RCW 7.48.010, see also WAC 173–60–040(1). 

All remedies apply, “[n]othing in this chapter shall be construed to deny, 
abridge, or alter alternative rights of action or remedies in equity or under 
common law or statutory law, criminal or civil.” RCW 70.107.060. Thus, even 
if the kennel is a legal business otherwise in compliance with regulations, if its 
operation “substantially annoys the comfort of others or essentially interferes 
with their use and enjoyment of property,” it will constitute a nuisance and may 
be abated or enjoined. Tiegs v. Watts, 135 Wn. 2d 1, 13, 954 P.2d 877 
(1998); Bruskland v. Oak Theater, Inc., 42 Wn. 2d 346, 350–51, 254 P.2d 
1035 (1953). “Coming to the nuisance” is sometimes used as a defense, i.e., 
the kennel was there before the homes grew up around it. The Restatement 
of Torts, 2d, § 380D advises “coming to the nuisance may be considered a 
defense to legal action but not a bar. However, allowing a nuisance to 
continue would effectively “condemn all the land in his vicinity to a servitude 
without paying any compensation, and so could arrogate to [itself] a good deal 
of the value of the adjoining land.” 30 Real Estate Law Journal, Oswald 
(2001). 

Excessive barking cannot exist in a residential zone, nor can a kennel 
continue if illegal at its creation. It cannot, thus, establish nonconforming use 
for its present-day operations. Even if it had such use, it cannot expand 
beyond the size it operated under when legal, i.e., the size it was at the 
downzone. For unreasonably interfering with the neighbors’ peaceful 
enjoyment of their homes, a kennel is a public nuisance subject to a court’s 
order of abatement. Either way, the public’s rights are protected. 



                                                                                                                                                 
                   

  
       

    
     

     
   

   

    
     

       
    

        
   

   
    

    
  

    

 

 

 

 

Jeff Malotte, AICP 
Senior Planner: 

I have concerns with the recent request from Julie and David Secrist for a dog kennel permit. I’ve lived 
on my farm for 58 years. My farm shares approximately 350’ of property fence with the Secrist 
property.  I understand the Secrist have fostered dogs in the past years, which has caused disturbing and 
dangerous situations on several occasions.  The Secrist property sits near the back of the cul-de-sac, 
which has houses down both sides, which in my eyes creates a neighborhood.  I understand such 
environment allows up to four dogs per house hold.  For quite some time, I understand the Secrist have 
had considerably more dogs than four. 

Although our house and barns sit approximately 600’ from the property fence, I mentioned above, we 
have experienced the Secrist dogs on our property on several occasions along with excessive barking at 
times.  Another point of concern that comes to mind is property value.  As the county continues to raise 
our taxes, if the Secrist closest neighbors decided to sell their property, do you think the average Joe is 
going to want to spend mega bucks and move in next to an existing dog kennel? As much as I am aware 
that many people love dogs, I think not. 

As I do not know the proper location for a dog kennel, I strongly feel that it is not in this neighborhood. I 
have not spoken to any other of my neighbors on this matter other than the Quinn’s.  It you just listen 
closely to their story alone; it should be enough for the county planners to reject this permit request and 
enforce existing county guidelines. 

Thank you for your time and consideration in this matter. 

Respectfully, 

Rodney and Terry Sharp 



 

           
      
   

 

  

    
   
   

 

  

  

     

         
  

  

   

    
   

 

   

 
    

          
       

 
    

 

 
      

           
    

    
   

    
      

   
                 

STAFF REPORT 

December 31, 2019 

To: Southeast Consolidated Zoning Board 
Fr: Jeff Malotte, AICP, Senior Planner 
Re: Application No. SE 19-19-CUP 

APPLICATION INFORMATION 

Applicant/Owners: David W. and Julie D. Secrist 

Requested Action: Conditional Use Permit 

Purpose: A private kennel to keep up to 10 adult dogs 

Legal Description: Part of the Northwest Corner of the Southwest Quarter, in 
Section 15, Township 15, Range 25 

Site Address/Location: 21150 Country Place Lane 

Existing Land Use and Zoning: Residential and RN-1, Residential Neighborhood One District 

Existing Improvements: Single-family residence, detached garage, and a climate-
controlled kennel building with fenced outdoor area for foster 
dogs 

Site Size: 7.6 acres 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
Per the Zoning and Subdivision Regulations, a “kennel” is any place, area, building or structure on any 
tract smaller than 20 acres where more than an aggregate total of four (4) adult dogs, more than one (1) 
year old, are kept, boarded, bred, or trained, whether for commercial gain or as pets. A kennel may be 
established in the RN-1 Zoning after obtaining conditional use permit (CUP) approval. The Planning 
Office was alerted to the existence of more than four adult dogs on the subject-property by a complainant 
(please see further discussion below). 

PROPOSAL: 
The applicant is applying for a conditional use permit for a private kennel to keep up to ten adult dogs on 
their 7.6-acre lot. Of the ten dogs, six are the personal pets of the applicant. The number over six adult 
dogs varies according to the number of adult dogs that the applicants foster, which changes weekly as 
dogs either get permanently adopted into other homes or a new foster dog is acquired on the property. 
At no time, however, will the number of adult dogs on the property exceed 10. 

The applicant provides emergency support for dogs for the Humane Society of Kansas City. She takes 
dogs that need a quiet home environment, those that are either old or need a post-operative place to 
recover. Occasionally, she will get a litter of puppies to foster (please see the letter from the Humane 
Society, attached). Note that the County regulates only adult dogs 12 months old and older. If the 

Staff Report (913) 715-2200 office 111 S Cherry Street Suite 2000 
(913) 715-2222 fax Olathe, Kansas 66061 
jocogov.org 
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applicant fosters a litter of puppies, if they find another home before they reach 12 months of age, they 
do not count toward her maximum of 10 dogs. 

The applicant’s 7.6 acre lot is developed with a single-family home, a detached garage, and a kennel 
accessory building where she cares for the foster dogs, with an attached fenced outdoor area for the 
foster dogs. The applicant has perimeter fencing on her property to contain her personal dogs. However, 
in response to a complainant (please see the discussion in Item No. 4 on page 5 for additional 
information), the applicant is building a new north-south fence line on the eastern half of the property to 
eliminate gaps where the fence washes out and where her personal dogs have found their way off her 
property (please see Figure 1, below, and the attached applicant’s narrative for additional details and a 
drawing of fences on her property). 

SUMMARY RECOMMENDATION: 
Based on the findings and conclusions of this entire report, staff is recommending approval of the 
requested CUP with a five-year term. Among the reasons for staff support are that the kennel facilities 
are consistent with the neighborhood, that the Humane Society of Greater Kansas City has vouched for 
the foster care services the applicant provides (please see the attached letter from the Humane Society), 
and that with compliance with recommended stipulations and Kansas law regarding K-9 foster care, the 
private kennel use is compatible with the zoning and the large-lot residential uses on nearby properties. 
For more information, see the entire report, below. 

Figure 1: Aerial View of Property 

Applicant’s Home 

Kennel Building 

Fence Location Over Creek 
Where Fence Would 

Become Storm Damaged 

Key: 
Property Boundary: 
Perimeter Fence: 
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Zoning History: The subject-property was zoned RN-1, Residential Neighborhood One District, as a 
result of the county-wide zoning in 1994. 

Subdivision History: The parcel was created prior to adoption of the 1982 Zoning and Subdivision 
Regulations. 

Figure 2: Surrounding Neighborhood. Red Star Indicates Applicant’s Property. Yellow Line 
Indicates Boundary Between RN-1 - Residential Zoning and RUR - Rural Zoning Districts. 
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MINIMUM INFRASTRUCTURE REQUIREMENTS 

The Johnson County Zoning and Subdivision Regulations state that the minimum infrastructure 
requirements shall be guidelines for interpretation of the minimum infrastructure required for each 
conditional use. 

Infrastructure: 

Water: Water is provided to the existing single-family home by Water One. 

Sewers: Wastewater disposal for the existing home is provided by a private septic system. 
Staff has recommended a stipulation to address disposal of dog waste. The applicant 
has indicated that she deposits the animal waste into the trash. This is a KDHE 
approved waste disposal practice and it meets the proposed stipulation. 

SE-19-19-CUP Page 3 Secrist Private Kennel 
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Public Safety: Police protection is provided by the Johnson County Sheriff’s Department. Fire 
Protection is provided by Johnson County Rural Fire District #2. The nearest fire 
station is approximately 4.2 miles to the north, at 18475 Mission Road. 

Transportation: The subject-property is located at 21150 Country Place Lane, which is a county 
maintained local street. Driveway access to the subject-property is from the cul-de-
sac bulb at the end of the street. The property owners personally transport any foster 
dogs, so there is no impact on nearby roadways from the proposed private kennel 
use. 

Summary: The proposed use will have no effect on the infrastructure system and meets the 
minimum infrastructure guidelines. The existing infrastructure system is sufficient to 
support the proposed use. 

STAFF ANALYSIS 

Private kennels are allowed uses in the RN-1, Residential Neighborhood One District, provided a 
Conditional Use Permit is approved by the County. 

The regulations, the Rural Comprehensive Plan and the laws in Kansas indicate that consideration should 
be given to whether a proposed conditional use is in the interest of the public health, safety, morals, and 
the general welfare of the community. Staff has considered this conditional use permit application with 
regard to the following Golden Criteria: 

1. Whether the use would be consistent with the zoning and uses of nearby properties. 
The subject-property is located near the southeast corner of Johnson County in a neighborhood of 
mostly RN-1, Residential Neighborhood One District zoned parcels. The RN-1 part of the 
neighborhood, developed in the 1970’s and 1980’s and containing about 300 acres, is divided into 
mostly two-acre lots, though some parcels are around 10 acres and one is about 22 acres. The 
primary use in this area is large-lot residential. The subject property contains 7.6 acres and is located 
near the northeast corner of the RN-1 neighborhood. Lots 10 acres and larger, zoned RUR, Rural 
District, are located to the north and east. The Missouri state line is less than a mile to the east and 
the Miami County line is less than a half mile to the south (see Figure 2, above). 

Keeping animals is a common and expected use within rural and residential areas if their numbers, 
sizes and types are appropriate on a given property, in a given area. Staff believes 10 dogs, when 
just less than half of them will be confined foster care dogs that are either old, recovering from injuries 
and surgeries, or puppies, are reasonable on this large lot with an indoor kennel not visible from 
adjoining homes. The keeping of animals on the applicant’s property is consistent with the RN-1 
zoning and low-density residential uses of nearby properties provided they are kept within the 
proposed limits, including containing the animals on the subject-property. The proposed private 
kennel, subject to the recommended stipulations, would be consistent with the zoning and uses of 
nearby properties. 

2. Whether the use is compatible with the character of the neighborhood. 
The kind of private kennel proposed is considered a low intensity use (because it is not a 
public/commercial facility and there are no customers or employees coming to the site). Keeping 
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animals is a common and expected use within a rural and low-density residential area. Additionally, 
the kennel building is located on a wooded part of the property that is not visible from adjacent homes. 
The nearest home is located about 360 feet away to the north. Other homes to the south and east 
are over 500 feet away. 

The keeping of animals on the applicant’s property is compatible with the character of the 
neighborhood if the impacts of such animals upon the surrounding properties are kept within an 
acceptable limit. 

3. Suitability of the property for uses to which it has been restricted. 
The subject-property contains about 7.6 acres, a single-family home a detached garage, and a kennel 
building. It is zoned RN-1, Residential Neighborhood 1, which restricts uses to single-family 
residential and permitted accessory uses on parcels containing at least one acre. The current 
residential use of the subject-property is consistent with the restrictions imposed by the RN-1 District. 

4. Extent of detrimental effects to nearby parcels should the Conditional Use Permit be approved. 
With private kennel uses, the primary concerns are typically noise from barking dogs, odor associated 
with waste, and containing dogs on the owner’s property. Odors from waste are easily controlled by 
regularly cleaning the kennel facilities and grounds. Barking dogs can be controlled by the applicant 
not allowing dogs to roam the property when she is not present. This is not a commercial kennel, so 
there will not be any customers or employees coming to the site, and no increase in neighborhood 
activity from the kennel use. 

This application resulted from a code complaint filed by someone in the area. Between late July and 
mid-September, the Code Enforcement Officer spoke with the complainant and the applicant several 
times. The complainant alleges that the applicant has at least eight dogs on their property. The 
applicant acknowledged that she has six of her own dogs and varying numbers of foster dogs. The 
complainant also alleges that two of the applicant’s dogs were on the complainant’s property on 
September 6 of this year, though they were not aggressive. The applicant acknowledged that this 
happened. The complainant alleges that they observed aggressive behavior among dogs within the 
applicant’s fenced property on July 24 of this year. Further, they alleged an incident involving the 
applicant’s dogs biting two children on the complainants’ property 14 years ago, though by the 
complainant’s admission, no report was filed with authorities. The applicant has said that a dog they 
owned 14 years ago “nipped” the complainant’s daughter when she was jogging and that no report 
was filed. The applicant alleges that no dogs currently on her property are aggressive. 

The applicant has stated that there is an area in their fence that sometimes gets washed out by 
stormwater. She is building another fence line, running north to south, located just to the west of the 
home and kennel building and out of the stormwater area, that she believes will completely contain 
the dogs on her property. 

Noise and odor associated with the applicant’s dogs are manageable by the applicant. The applicant 
is building a new fence line to remedy a hole in the fence that dogs have apparently gotten through 
in the past. Though a complainant has alleged concerns about aggressive dogs currently on the 
applicant’s property, County staff did not observe and could not verify that any dogs currently owned 
or fostered by the applicant were aggressive or threatening to people in the area. 
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If the applicant contains dogs in her care on her property, does not allow dogs to bark excessively, 
and cleans up animal waste regularly, as stipulated in staff’s Recommendations, below, there should 
be minimal detrimental effects to nearby parcels as a result of allowing the keeping of 10 dogs. A five-
year CUP term assures another County review in five years and should animals on the applicant’s 
property become a problem within five years, the CUP could be revisited sooner if stipulations of the 
CUP are violated. 

5. Length of time the property has remained vacant as zoned. 
The subject-property is not vacant; the existing house was built in 1979. 

6. Relative gain to the public health, safety, and welfare as opposed to the hardship imposed upon the 
landowner by denying the request. 
There is a gain to the public health and welfare in the applicant’s establishment of a foster care facility 
for dogs that may be endangered in an animal shelter setting. While denial of the CUP would not 
technically result in a hardship for the applicant, it would cause the applicant to reduce the number of 
dogs on her property to no more than four adult dogs, the maximum number allowed by right on the 
applicant’s property, including foster care animals. 

7. Whether the use is in keeping with the Comprehensive Plan. 
The Rural Comprehensive Plan: A Plan for the Unincorporated Area of Johnson County (Plan) 
indicates that the subject-property is within the Rural Policy area, which encourages a minimum 
parcel size of 10 acres per dwelling, though older subdivisions such as the applicant’s neighborhood, 
pre-exist the Comprehensive plan in the Rural Policy Area. Though kennel uses are not specifically 
mentioned in the Comprehensive Plan, the keeping of animals is a common, expected use in rural 
and rural-residential areas. With proper controls, the proposed kennel use is consistent with the 
expected uses in the Rural Policy Area of the Comprehensive Plan. 

ZONING AND SUBDIVISION REGULATION STANDARDS 

Article 23 Sec. 6 (C) establishes that the granting of the requested CUP shall not be recommended unless 
the Zoning Board first makes a finding that the following conditions are met: 

1) Is in harmony with the general purpose and intent of the regulations. 
The use with stipulations is in harmony with the general purpose and intent of the regulations, which 
allow the operation of a kennel in the Residential Neighborhood One District, provided a CUP request 
is approved. 

2) Will not impair the adequate supply of light and air to adjacent property. 
The use will not impair the supply of light or air to adjacent properties. 

3) Will not increase hazards from fire or other dangers. 
If operated in conformance with the recommended stipulations this kennel will not increase hazards 
from fire or other dangers. 

4) Will not increase traffic on streets beyond their capacity. 
The proposed use will not create any new traffic to the site because it is not a public facility. 
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5) Will not increase potential for flood damages to adjacent properly or lead to additional public expense 
for flood protection, rescue or relief. 
There is one tiny area, approximately 200 square feet, of future floodplain in the central area of the 
north boundary of the subject property. This kennel use is over 250 feet from that area. The use will 
not increase potential for flooding or lead to public expense for flood protection, rescue or relief. 

6) Will not otherwise unduly impair the public health, safety, comfort, morals, or general welfare of the 
inhabitants of the County, or otherwise create a nuisance or nuisance-like situation. 
If operated in conformance with the recommended stipulations, the proposed use will not unduly 
impair public health, safety, comfort, morals or general welfare or create a nuisance or nuisance-like 
situation. 

7) Will not pollute the air, land, or water. 
The proposed use will not pollute air, land, or water. 

Public Works Department Staff: No comments. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Planning staff recommends approval of the Conditional Use Permit to allow the operation of a private 
kennel, subject to the following stipulations: 

1. The Conditional Use Permit shall allow a private dog kennel for no more than 10 adult dogs (one year 
old or older, as defined by the Zoning and Subdivision Regulations), which number shall include a 
combination of personal pets and foster care dogs for the Humane Society of Greater Kansas City. 

2. The term of the permit shall not exceed a period of five years commencing from the date of approval 
of this resolution by the Board of County Commissioners. 

3. The property shall be maintained in accordance with the site plan, attached hereto as Exhibit A, 
except as modified by these stipulations. 

4. The house on the property shall be used continuously as the applicant’s primary place of residence. 

5. The kennel facility shall not be used for public boarding, breeding or training. 

6. The kennel shall be continuously operated in compliance with State of Kansas laws, regulations, and 
applicable requirements for kennel operations. 

7. The kennel shall be operated in a manner that prevents noise, odors, vermin, infestations, or other 
objectionable conditions from becoming a nuisance or a health risk to neighboring properties, property 
owners and their children or their pets. 

a. No dogs shall be off-leash in areas not fenced or enclosed. 

b. Dogs shall only be allowed out of doors when one or more of the property owners are present 
on the subject property. The applicant shall not allow any dog to act in a manner of continued 
or repeated barking, howling, or other loud or unusual noises anytime day or night. 
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c. The kennel facilities shall be regularly cleaned, sanitized, and operated in a fashion that 
prevents the attraction of vermin, the growth of infectious bacteria, the communication of 
disease, or any other such related health problems. 

d. Removal and disposal of animal and all other food wastes, bedding, dead animals, and debris 
shall be done on a regular basis and at reasonable intervals. The disposal of these waste 
materials shall comply with federal, state and local laws and regulations relating to pollution 
control. 

i. The kennel shall be cleaned and the animal waste shall be collected from the subject-
property at least once per week. 

ii. Depositing the animal waste into the applicant’s trash is an allowed means of waste 
disposal. 

Reasons for Recommendation of Approval: 

1. Keeping animals is a common and expected use within rural and residential areas. The proposed 
private kennel, subject to the recommended stipulations, would be consistent with the zoning and 
uses of nearby properties. 

2. A private kennel as proposed is a low intensity use (because it is not a public/commercial facility and 
there are no customers or employees coming to the site). The keeping of animals on the applicant’s 
property is compatible with the character of the neighborhood as long as the impacts of such animals 
upon the surrounding properties are kept within the proposed limits. 

3. With appropriate stipulations, the use will not cause detrimental effects to nearby properties nor will 
it adversely affect the public health, safety, or welfare. 

4. The proposed conditional use permit satisfies the "Standards for Issuance of CUP" [Article 23 Sec. 6 
(C)]. 

Attachments: Site Plan (Exhibit A) 
Applicant’s Narrative Addendum (Email) 
Applicant’s Narrative 
Humane Society Letter 
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From: Julie Secrist 
To: Malotte, Jeffrey, PLN 
Subject: # of dogs for permit 
Date: Monday, December 16, 2019 2:09:05 PM 
Attachments: doc01166820191115141812.pdf 

Thanks Jeff for taking the time to visit with me today. After speaking with you it is clear that 
I would never have more than 10 dogs on my property at any given time, since we don't need 
to count the puppies. I would like to revise my permit application to reflect 10 dogs maximum 
limit. 

Please let me know if you need anything else from me. 

Thank you, 
Julie Secrist 

mailto:juliesecrist@gmail.com
mailto:Jeffrey.Malotte@jocogov.org
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